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The cap is made into pyramid shape, and made use of the thin
permanent magnet iron flake with intensity magnetic field. It
can strengthen the effect of the biological magnetism of the
human body and strengthen the human brain with magnetic
field. This is a new type and practicable cap.
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PYRAMID CAP WITH INTENSITY
MAGNETC FELD
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0001. The present invention provides a Pyramid Shaped
Cap with intensity magnetic field. It can strengthen the effect
of the biological magnetism of the human body and
strengthen the human brain with magnetic field. This is a new
type and practicable cap.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002. At the moment the function of regular caps available
in the market are to shade the Sun, keep warm and protect the
head. The regular caps can protect our head from the distur
bance of weather and Surroundings, and our work and normal
life are not affected while wearing them. The function of
regular caps is only to provide protection forus, but it does not
give any healthy function to our human brain and body. And
there is no special shape of the caps. Most of them are round
shaped. With development of study of magnetism and biol
ogy, it is known to us that high intensity magnetic field can
affect the biological molecule, cells, nerves and various
organs. If we can apply these functions of high intensity of
magnetic field to human brain, then it will improve the bio
logical magnetism of our body and also will improve the
function of human brain.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0003 Purpose of this invention is to provide A Pyramid
Shaped Cap with Intensity Magnetic Field, which can
improve the function of our human brain. This Invigorating
Cap can improve the human brain with magnetic field. It has
a new shape with the capability to remindus of the mysterious
universe energy.
0004. In order to achieve above purpose the proposal of
this invention is: Pyramid-Shaped Cap with inlaid metal chips
of high intensity magnetic field, with a Head Loop inside the
cap. The Head Loop is installed in the central area inside the
pyramid-shaped cap.
0005 1. The Shape of above-mentioned Pyramid
shaped cap indicates that the outside shape of the cap is
four-sides-cone shaped and its bottom is quadrilateral
shaped.
0006 2. Above-mentioned Pyramid-shaped cap indi
cates that a triangle metal chip of high intensity mag
netic field is inlaid in the four sides of the cap.
0007 3. Above-mentioned Pyramid-shaped cap indi
cates that in order to achieve the prime effect the bottom
size and height are designed exactly according to the
scale of the Pyramid. Its hypotenuse E equals to 0.952
bottom line D.

0008 4. Above-mentioned Pyramid-shaped cap indi
cates that the loop is a suitable structure for human to
wear. Usually round-shaped loop is the simplest one.
But we don't exclude other available existing structures.
For example: regular concave structure, etc. In order to
make the cap Suitable for anyone to wear, the Head Loop
is designed based on different sizes of human heads.
0009) 5. Above-mentioned Pyramid-shaped cap is
made of cloth, linen, Paper board or other materials.
0010. 6. Above-mentioned Pyramid-shaped cap: In
order to make it easy to fold, the cap is made of flexible
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materials. The head loop is also made of cloth, leather or
other flexible materials to enable the cap to be folded.
0011. In brief, this proposal is to provide a unique, new
civil use Invigorating Cap based on the principle that high
intensity magnetic field can invigorate human brain. It is
Suggested to wear it two hours a day, in the morning and at
night before going to bed, while driving or learning. Advan
tages of the invention compared with existing technology:
0012 1. As the inlaid metal chips with high intensity
magnetic field, it can improve the biological effect of
human body and invigorate human brain with magnetic
field.

0013 2. The Four-sides-cone shaped cap is designed
utilizing the ratio of special Solid geometry of the pyra
mid. Its shape is unique and it has the function to remind
us of the mysterious universe energy. It is a new art of
caps.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0014 Drawing 1: 3 dimensional drawing. Point C is top
end, D is bottom line, E is hypotenuse, F and Gare the bottom
lines and the top end of the Pyramid.
(0015 Drawing 2: Is the Cutaway view of F-G-C. F-G-C is
the cutaway view of the cap. We can see from the drawing that
there is cavity inside the cutaway view. H-I-J-Kis the cutaway
view of the Head Loop.
0016 Drawing 3: Is the vertical view of the invention.
Form the drawing we can see the four side lines and four top
ends. The dotted line in the middle indicates the Head Loop.
(0017. In Above attached drawings: 1: Cloth 2. Metal Chip
3: Head Loop
DETAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

0018. Further explanation of the invention with attached
drawings and examples: Example: refer to Attached drawing
1-3, APyramid Shaped Brain Invigorating Cap with Intensity
Magnetic Field made of cloth 1, triangle metal chips 2 of high
intensity magnetic field is inlaid in the four sides of the cap. A
head loop was installed inside the cap 3. The Head Loop 3 is
fixed in the central part of the Pyramid-shaped cap. The
bottom line and height are designed exactly according to the
scale of the Pyramid. Its hypotenuse E equals to 0.952 bottom
line D. The bottom line D should be designed according to the
size of human heads. The materials of the cap 1 are flexible
materials: like linen or silk. The Head Loop 3 is also made of
flexible materials enabling the cap to be folded or not folded.
The caps are made of different sizes according to the sizes of
human head so it is suitable for anyone to wear. The above
examples are to explain the technical concept and uniqueness
of the invention. Its purpose is to let people who are familiar
with the technology of this invention to materialize this
project, but they are not allowed to use it to limit the scope of
its protection. The scope of protection of this invention
includes any modification and equivalent alteration based on
the principle of this invention.
1. A Pyramid Shaped Cap with intensity magnetic field.
Specialty of the Cap: Pyramid-Shaped, inlaid metal chips of
high intensity magnetic field, it comes with a Head-Loop
inside the cap, and the Head Loop was installed in the central
area inside the pyramid-shaped cap.
2. The specialty of the Pyramid-Shaped Cap described in
claim 1 wherein that a triangle metal chip of high intensity
magnetic field is inlaid in the sides of the cap.
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3. The specialty of the Pyramid-Shaped Cap described in
claim 1 wherein that the bottom size and height are designed
exactly according to the scale of the Pyramid. Its hypotenuse
E equals to 0.952 bottom line D.
4. The specialty of the Pyramid-Shaped Cap described in
claim wherein that the Head Loop inside the cap is designed
based on the different sizes of human heads.
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5. The specialty of the Pyramid-Shaped Cap described in
claim 1 wherein that the Head Loop is designed with a folding
capacity.
6. The specialty of the Pyramid-Shaped Cap described in
claim 1 wherein that the Head Loop is made of cloth, leather,
silk or plastic materials.
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